
The Sunday Brief:  Why Launch a New Handset on Easter?  

Greetings from Kansas City and Dallas, home of both victory and tragedy this week.  Victory for Sporting 

KC (our Major League Soccer team), who notched their fifth victory in as many games before 20,000 

screaming fans with a decisive victory over the LA Galaxy.  They are the first team to go 5-0 since the LA 

Galaxy in 1998.  

Tragedy occurred in Dallas Tuesday when tornadoes moved 

through the area, destroying 200 homes and damaging 650 

others.  About 100 American Airlines airplanes were 

grounded and another 250 departures and arrivals were 

cancelled due to the storm.  It was a tension-filled hour spent 

with Infotel colleagues and others who were crammed into a 

stairwell with quickly depleting laptop and cell phone 

batteries.  While damage was extensive, the loss of life was 

minimal because people heeded the warnings.   

This week was my last with Infotel, and with the end of my tenure, the Sunday Brief is back (I’ll let you 

decide whether that’s a plus or minus).  It’s good to be writing again after a little over five months of 

“going dark” – with so many compliments and followers, I feel like I need to get caught up with several 

hundred friends.  Speaking of which, if you have friends who want the direct email, have them send one 

to sundaybrief@gmail.com and we’ll add them to the following week’s list.  The current list also needs 

some refreshing, so if you have friends who had received it and have changed jobs/ email addresses, 

please have them re-subscribe.  We will also be launching a new website shortly and hopefully resuming 

the delayed post through RCR Wireless in the near future.   

There are a lot of topics we could cover that link into past Sunday Briefs, but in the spirit of looking 

forward, let’s cover an important event that’s beginning today (Sunday):  Microsoft and Nokia’s US 

mobile comeback.  Truly a resurrection of miraculous proportions will be required to make Nokia a 

smartphone player in the US.   But it’s not why Nokia, Microsoft, and AT&T chose today to launch their 

super smartphone, the Lumia 900.   

To understand the magnitude of the problem ahead for 

Microsoft and Nokia, let’s look at the latest Comscore data.  

Not only is Microsoft’s operating system share slipping (with 

Symbian, a combined 5.4% in February), but Google and Apple 

are widening their lead.   

Imagine the conversation around the high schools and colleges 

in America (Now that I have a teen with an iPhone, I’ve heard 

this conversation many times).  The kid with the Microsoft 

phone is one lonely dude, left to explain his selection to no less than nine iPhone and twelve Android 

buddies.  “Minecraft app?”  Nope.  “Temple Run?” Nope.  “Pandora?”  Not yet.  “Pinterest?” Not exactly.  

“Instagram?” No, but there’s an app like it called Das Image.  It’s pretty cool, let me show you.   
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That’s the conversation going on across the country this spring and summer.  Americans love the 

underdog.  We want to help the start-up, the little guy, the needy – but there’s one catch – the product 

cannot be too different from what we’re used to ad it has to be reasonably priced.  Microsoft and Nokia 

have the price point almost right – free would have been best, and Amazon/ Walmart.com have the 

phone priced at $49.99 to start, but in the worst case it’s the same price as the iPhone 4 and $100 

cheaper than the iPhone 4S.   

As we discussed several times before the Sunday Brief hiatus, we are creatures of habit.  We have our 

schedule, our breakfast routine, our weekend task list.  Because we are humans, we form habits.  

Smartphones have become an alternate source of identity and, because of the time we spend on them 

doing things other than talking, many of us have formed or are forming smartphone habits.  Can I pick 

up a book where and when I left off on the MTA going into the city using my Kindle of Nook app?  Sure.  

Can I resume my listening habits on Spotify or Pandora?  Yes.  Will I check my phone every day at 10 

a.m. CST so see the latest Groupon offering?  Most days, yes, although interest is waning.  Can ESPN pick 

up SportsCenter at the exact point I was leaving my house?  Not yet, but they are working on it.   

Breaking habits has a cost, and Apple and Google are investing heavily in iOS and Android to keep 

developer interest high.  Forming new habits has an even greater cost.  Americans will form new habits 

if they will a) make us more productive, b) save us money, and c) improve our (family’s) lives.  There are 

other reasons beyond these three, but to reach the switchers, Microsoft and Nokia will have to make 

the process easy.   

What does all of this have to do with launching a high-end 

smartphone on Easter, when, according to The New York Times, 

many AT&T stores will be closed?  It’s an indication of how long 

the road is for Microsoft and Nokia.  Processor speeds are not 

enough (although the Lumia at 1.4 GHz is plenty fast for most 

smartphone functions).  Screen size has been a differentiator for 

Samsung this quarter, but it too has its limits.  We have already 

discussed price, and the expectations of “free Lumia” by summer 

are so high many of the most cost conscious are holding off.  In-

store advocacy can be purchased until the next Samsung or Apple device release (but without Pinterest, 

it’ll be hard for some store reps to recommend).   

Microsoft and Nokia need an entirely new level of integration with the Lumia, one that combines what 

AT&T does best (networks) with their respective handset and software design prowess.  For example, 

make the transition from traditional SMS/ texting to in-app messaging easy and portable across any 

device (starting with the Lumia) and create a searchable, cloud-based application that instantly stores all 

SMS messages sent and received.  Perhaps including unlimited SMS for 3/6/9 months with every Lumia 

purchased would provide the necessary bridge for the consumer.   Or, make it easier to find mobile 

numbers across LinkedIn, Facebook, and other published applications – become the White Pages of 

mobile for AT&T (which is slightly ironic as AT&T is preparing to sell their directories business).  Or make 



all access to X-Box applications through your Lumia free from data charges (a.k.a, toll free apps, a 

concept recently socialized by John Donovan at Mobile World Congress).     

To break into double-digit market share this year, Microsoft and Nokia need 

more than a pretty casing, fast processor, and decent camera.  They need a 

network that is as hungry for change as they are.  They have that provider 

with AT&T, but need to move in concert.   

With more people likely attending Tim Tebow’s Easter sermon than Nokia 

Lumia launch events today, the stakes are high.  But spring is a time for hope and regeneration, and 

Microsoft and Nokia have the skills and the financial stamina to orchestrate swift change.    

 

 

  

 


